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Abstract— In this work DIMRO, an efficient algorithm to build
source specific multicast trees, is presented. DIMRO aims at
achieving a high traffic balance in the network in order to
avoid bandwidth bottlenecks and consequent network partitions,
one of the main causes for low network performance. To do
so, it computes multicast trees by dynamically selecting the
least loaded available paths, obtaining an optimal distribution
of network resources. Strictly integrated with the DiffServ
Quality of Service (QoS) approach, the proposed multirate native
multicast algorithm maps the QoS service requested by receivers
into the proper DiffServ class, so as to respect the expected QoS
requirements. The results are a better leverage of the network
bandwidth resources, an improved QoS perceived by multicast
group members, and time and resource saving due to its low
computational complexity, as shown through extensive C++ based
simulation campaign.

Index Terms— Multirate Multicast, Mathematical Program-
ming/Optimization, DiffServ Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

I N unicast transmissions the sender transmits data to a single
receiver and, if multiple receivers want to receive the same

data content, the sender has to transmit multiple copies of data.
In multicast transmission, differently, the sender transmits only
one copy of data that is delivered to multiple receivers. One of
the most challenging objective in multicasting is to minimize
the amount of network resources employed to compute and
setup multicast trees [1][2]. In multicast communication the
routing problem is to find theminimum-weight treethat spans
all the nodes in the multicast group [3][4].

In source specificmulticast communications only one node
in the multicast group sends data while all the other member
nodes receive data. A tree that spans all member nodes is said
multicast tree. Asource rootedtree has the source node as root
and is optimized for source specific multicast communications.

The classical optimization problem in multicast routing is
theSteiner tree problem in networks(SPN) [5] whose objective
is to find the least-cost tree connecting the source with the
group of destinations with the minimum total cost over all
links. If each destination has a bandwidth requirement, then
the problem is to find theleast-cost tree that respects the
bandwidth requirements on each path from the source to the
receiver. Since both these two problems are NP-complete,
efficient algorithms to solve these problems in polynomial time
attain only approximate solution [4][5].

In source specific communications, multicast sessions may
have a large number of receivers with heterogeneous reception
capacities. To accommodate this heterogeneity, alayering
schemecan be used [6][7]. In a layering scheme, data transmis-
sion through the network takes place overlogical channels. A
sender can simultaneously transmit data on multiple channels
and a receiver can receive data from multiple channels. Each
channel has its own transmission rate, usually computed at the
sender side. Receivers subscribe to the layers cumulatively,
receiving data at a cumulative rate.

The proposed multicast algorithm is calledDiffServ-
Integrated Multicast algorithm for Internet Resource Opti-
mization (DIMRO) and builds source rooted multicast trees
for source specific applications. DIMRO takes into account the
network link available bandwidth in order to avoid bandwidth
bottlenecks in the network. The idea is to keep low the average
link traffic utilization by fairly distributing data flows among
those least loaded links. The DIMRO algorithm is integrated
with the DiffServ Quality of Service (QoS) approach [8][9].
The QoS service requested by receivers, mapped into the
proper DiffServ class, is taken into account in the multicast
tree computation. DIMRO allows members with less stringent
QoS requirements to reuse resources already exploited by
members with more stringent QoS requirements. Simulation
results show a better leverage of the network bandwidth
resources, an improved QoS perceived by multicast group
members with respect to the performance of existing multicast
algorithms, and a resource saving due to low computational
complexity which dramatically characterizes the algorithm.

The main innovative features in this work are:
• seamlessly integration of DiffServ Quality of Service

approach in the proposed multicast algorithms;
• leverage of the network bandwidth resources and an

improved QoS perceived by multicast group members;
• low computational complexity which effectively leads to

time and resource saving.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section II DIMRO, the proposed multicast algorithm

for source specific applications in both non-QoS-aware (II-
A) and QoS-aware (II-B) networks is presented. In Section
III we show numerical results through an extensive simulation
campaign ran on an ad-hoc C++ simulator. Finally, in Section
IV we conclude the paper.



II. DIMRO - D IFFSERV-INTEGRATED MULTICAST

ALGORITHM FOR INTERNET RESOURCEOPTIMIZATION

DIMRO focuses on the problem of bandwidth bottlenecks,
one of the main reasons for low network performance. The
multicast source rooted tree is built by choosing those paths
that result least loaded to obtain a smooth load balancing in
order to achieve an optimal distribution of network resources
and thus maximize the number of constructed multicast trees.

A. DIMRO in non-QoS-aware networks

Let us consider a multirate multicast scenario where re-
ceivers ask for different rates [6][7]. IfK channels with
rate {w1, . . . , wK} are used in the layering scheme, thenK
cumulative rateL1, . . . , LK are available.

The DIMRO algorithm proceeds as it follows.
Let s be the source node and let us suppose that the

multicast group is made up ofM receivers.

• Step 0:
receivers are ordered from the highest rate to the lowest
one. At the end of this step we have an ordered set of
M receivers{r1, . . . , rM}, with demanded cumulative
rates F1 ≥ F2 ≥ . . . ≥ FM (Fj ∈ {L1, . . . , LK},
j = 1, . . . ,M ). Receivers fromr1 to rM are connected
to the source node progressively. In this way, receiver
ri can reuse resources already exploited on paths from
the source to receiversr1, . . . , ri−1. These receivers,
in fact, ask for ratesF1 ≥ F2 ≥ . . . ≥ Fi−1 ≥ Fi. Let
Spath(s, rk) be the set of all feasible paths froms to rk.
A path p(s, rk) from sources to receiverrk is feasible
if buv ≥ Fk for all its links, wherebuv is the available
bandwidth in link(u, v).

• Step k, k = 1, . . . ,M :
the algorithm chooses the pathp(s, rk) ∈ Spath(s, rk)
that minimizes the following function:

f{p(s, rk)} =
∑

{(u,v)∈p(s,rk)}

auv

(1− ρuv)α
,

p(s, rk) ∈ Spath(s, rk) (1)

1) ρuv is the link (u, v) utilization and it is defined as:

ρuv =
Buv − (buv − Fk)

Buv
=

Buv − βuv

Buv
(2)

whereBuv is the total bandwidth capacity of link
(u, v), Fk is the bandwidth exploited on link(u, v)
by receiverrk and βuv = buv − Fk is the residual
bandwidth of link(u, v).

2) The exponentα = α(|V |, |E|, F , B) in eq. 1 is a
function of the number of nodes|V |, the number of
links |E|, the average rateF demanded by receivers
and the average network link bandwidthB. Accord-
ing to accurate empirical observations (described
hereafter) supported by extensive simulation results,
the exponentα in eq. 1 has been chosen as:

α(|V |, |E|, F , B) =
= a · exp

{
−b · |E|

|V |·(|V |−1)

}
· exp

{
−c · F

B

}

(3)

Coefficientsa, b, c have been determined by solving
the following minimization problem of the quadratic
error between the exponent model in eq. 3 and the
experimental results:

min

N∑

i=1

[αi − α(|V |i, |E|i, F i, Bi)]2

a ∈ [0, 3], b ∈ [0, +∞] (4)

Starting from a set of points Γ =
{(|V |i, |E|i, F i, Bi), i = 1, . . . , N}, the optimum
exponentαi was experimentally obtained for each
point (|V |i, |E|i, F i, Bi) ∈ Γ of the set.
The coefficientα has been chosen belonging to
the interval [0, 3] after an accurate tuning of the
model. Optimal values ofa, b, c of the minimization
problem (4) area = 3, b = 3.9 andc = 16.9.
Let us now come back to eq. 3 to justify why the
variable aggregationsF/B and |E|/(|V |(|V |−1)),
are suitable to model the exponent in eq. 1.
By decreasing the value ofα, the length of paths
found by DIMRO is reduced because the difference
between the metric of loaded links and the metric of
unloaded links is reduced. It could be necessary to
reduce the length of paths used by the multicast tree
when the average rateF demanded by the receivers
grows or when the average network bandwidthB
decreases. In fact, the higher the value ofF , or the
lower the value ofB, the more resources on each
link are consumed by a single path. Thus, short
paths have to be preferred. Simulations show that
at the growing of the ratioF/B the value of the
optimal exponentα decreases exponentially.
As far as concern the number of nodes|V | and links
|E|, if |E| decreases, less paths are available and
the resource utilization becomes a more sensitive
issue. By increasing the value of the exponentα,
the difference between the metric of loaded links
and unloaded links increases. If the number of nodes
|V | grows but the number of links|E| remains the
same, the exponent increases because the number
of paths decreases. Simulations show that at the
decreasing of the ratio|E|/(|V |(|V |−1)) the value
of the optimal exponentα grows exponentially.

3) The binary variableauv is equal to zero if link(u, v)
already belongs to the tree, otherwise it is 1.
If the setSpath(s, rk) is not empty, letp(s, rk) be
the path from the sources to the receiverrk that
minimizes the function in eq. 1. On each link(u, v)
belonging top(s, rk), if auv = 0, the value of the
available bandwidth is not updated and uses those
bandwidth resources already exploited by a path
p(s, rj), with Fj ≥ Fk. Conversely, ifauv 6= 0,
then new resources must be consumed and the new
value of the available bandwidth isb

′
uv = buv−Fk.

Then the binary variableauv is set to zero in order
not to consider the cost of link(u, v) for those future
paths which will exploit it.



Let us point out that atStep k, k = 1, . . . , M , the optimal
pathp(s, rk) ∈ Spath(s, rk) can be found using a shortest path
algorithm (as Dijkstra or Bellman-Ford algorithm), where the
length of each link in the network is set to:

duv =
{ auv

(1−ρuv)α if buv ≥ Fk

∞ if buv < Fk or (u, v) /∈ E
(5)

DIMRO uses the Bellman-Ford algorithm which finds a span-
ning tree of the shortest paths from the source nodes to all
other nodes of the graph [10]. The pathp(s, n) from nodes
to noden, solution of eq. 1, is the one that minimizes the
function: ∑

{(u,v)∈p(s,n)}
duv (6)

Computational complexity: if the number of receivers
is M , the DIMRO algorithm builds the multicast tree by
computing for as many asM times the spanning tree, using
the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Since the time complexity of the
Bellman-Ford algorithm isO(|V | · |E|), then the computa-
tional complexity of the algorithm isO(M · |V | · |E|).

B. DIMRO in DiffServ aware networks

In this section the DIMRO algorithm is integrated in a Diff-
Serv network. Let us consider a multirate multicast scenario
where receivers ask for the same data content but different
rates and different qualities of service (QoS), mapped into
the respective service class according to [8][9]. In particular
DIMRO can build source rooted tree for both real time multi-
cast communications, by adopting the Expedited Forwarding
(EF) DiffServ service class, and non real time communica-
tions, by adopting the Assured Forwarding (AS) DiffServ ser-
vice class. DIMRO, integrated in a DiffServ network, allows a
receiver to reuse the bandwidth already exploited by receivers
asking for higher service classes without any extra cost for the
network. By building a path from the sources to a receiver
r, the DIMRO algorithm can reuse some sub-paths already
exploited by higher service class receivers. Thus receiverr
obtains abetterQoS and the network saves resources because
bandwidth already exploited by other receivers is reused for
receiverr.

DIMRO in a DiffServ network proceeds as it follows.

• Step 0:
receivers are ordered according to their service class and
rate. Let us consider a setR made up ofM receivers.
Let CL = {cl1, . . . , clL} be the set of service classes
demanded by receivers, wherecl1 is the highest service
class andclL is the lowest one.CL is a subset of all
service classes supported by the DiffServ architecture
[8][9].
The set of receiversR is partitioned intoL = |CL|
subsets:

R =
L⋃

i=1

Ri (7)

SubsetRi is made up of those receivers asking for service
classcli, i = 1, . . . , L. Receivers in each subsetRi, are
ordered from the highest rate to the lowest one. Let us

consider a partitioned and ordered setR made up ofM
receivers. Letri

k be the receiverk in the subsetRi with
demanded rateF i

k. |Ri| will stand for the cardinality of
Ri, andi will represents the associated service class.

• Step j, j = 1, . . . , L:
DIMRO connects the sources with all those receivers
asking for service classcli. At the beginning of these
steps, the binary variablesauv are set to 1 for each
network link (u, v). For receiverri

k, k = 1, . . . , |Ri|, auv

are set to zero for all those links(u, v) already used by
receivers that ask for higher service class and higher or
equal rate thenri

k. In fact, resources already exploited by
the tree on these links could be used byri

k without any
extra cost.

Let buv(cli) be the available bandwidth of link(u, v) for the
service classcli. A path p(s, ri

k) from sources to a receiver
ri
k asking for cumulative rateF i

k is feasible ifbuv(cli) ≥ F i
k

for all its links. DIMRO algorithm chooses that feasible path
p(s, ri

k) from s to ri
k that minimizes the function:

f{p(s, ri
k)} =

∑

{(u,v)∈p(s,ri
k)}

auv

(1− ρuv(cli))α
,

p(s, ri
k) ∈ Spath(s, ri

k) (8)

whereSpath(s, ri
k) is the set of all feasible paths froms to ri

k.
Exponentα is defined as in eq. 3 and the utilizationρuv(cli)
of the link (u, v) is calculated as follows:

ρuv =
Buv(cli)− [buv(cli)− F i

k]
Buv(cli)

(9)

whereBuv(cli) is the total bandwidth capacity of link(u, v)
for service classcli andF i

k is the cumulative rate ofri
k.

For each link(u, v) belonging to pathp(s, ri
k), if auv =

0 then the available bandwidthbuv(cli) is not updated and
the new path uses those resources already exploited by other
receivers. On the contrary, ifauv 6= 0, then new resources have
to be exploited and the new value of the available bandwidth
becomesb

′
uv(cli) = buv(cli) − F i

k. Then the binary variable
auv is set to zero.

The DIMRO algorithm determines the pathp(s, ri
k) by

using a modified shortest-path algorithm. Common shortest
path algorithms could choose one of those possible paths with
zero cost froms to n, but p(s, ri

k) might not be correct. To
determine a correct path the algorithm proceeds as it follows.

Starting from nodes, the first link (ũ, ṽ) belonging to
p(s, ri

k) with auv 6= 0 is found. Among all those paths in
the tree exploiting a bandwidth equal or greater thanF i

k and
passing through nodẽu, it is chosen the one which uses the
highest service class. Let us indicate this path withp̃ũ. The
new pathp̃(s, ri

k) from s to ri
k is the concatenation of the sub-

path froms to nodeũ, belonging to path̃pũ, and the sub-path
from nodeũ to ri

k, belonging top(s, ri
k).

III. S IMULATION RESULTS

A. Random network model

To ensure a fairly evaluation of different routing algorithms,
a random network has been generated according to the Wax-
man’s model [11][12].



In the Waxman’s model network, nodes are randomly dis-
tributed across a Cartesian coordinate grid. Links are added
to the graph by considering all possible pairs(u, v) of nodes
and by using the probability function:

Pe(u, v) = β · exp
(
− duv

α · L
)

(10)

wherePe(u, v) is the existence probability of a link between
nodesu andv, duv is the Euclidean distance between the node
u and the nodev, L is the maximum possible distance between
a pair of nodes,α andβ are parameters belonging to the range
(0,1]. A high α value increases the number of connections to
nodes further away, while a highβ value increases the node
degree.

Unlike the original Waxman’s model, we suppose that each
link added to the network is bi-directional. The bandwidth
capacityBuv of each link(u, v) is randomly generated using
an uniform distribution with mean bandwidthB. The link
(u, v) bandwidth capacityBuv might be different from the
link (v, u) bandwidth capacityBvu.

In this work, two different one hundred node random
networks are generated. Network 1 usesα = 0.2 andβ = 0.4,
while Network 2 usesα = 0.3 and β = 0.6. Network 2
has a higher number of links than Network 1, according to
the probability function (10). The average bandwidth in both
networks isB = 100Mbps.

B. DIMRO Performance Evaluation

In this section DIMRO is compared to the optimal solution
of the Steiner tree problem when all link costs are equal to
one. If every links have a cost equal to one, then theminimum-
weight tree that spans all group members is the multicast
tree that uses the least amount of network resources. The
minimum-weight tree is found by solving the flow formulation
of the Steiner tree problem proposed by Claus & Maculan [13]
and Wong [3]. We further implemented the ILP problem in
AMPL [14] and solved it with the CPLEX [15] solver.

Starting from a completely unloaded Waxman network [11],
it is requested to build a fixed number of source rooted
trees, theNumber of Requested Trees. Multicast groups are
sequentially randomly generated. Multicast group members
(source and receivers) are randomly chosen among network
nodes. The number of receivers for each multicast group
is uniformly distributed from 5 to 15 and the bandwidth
request of each receiver is uniformly distributed from 0.1 to
2 Mbps. For each simulation several runs have been done to
ensure a sufficient small trust region and short 95% confidence
intervals.

To evaluate the performance of DIMRO and the optimal
solution of the Steiner tree problem with unitary costs in the
different simulated scenarios, we will use two metrics, the
Rejection Rateand theNetwork Load.

1) The Rejection Rateis defined as:

Rejection Rate=
Number of Rejected Trees

Number of Requested Trees
(11)

where theNumber of Requested Treesis the total number
of source rooted trees sequentially generated, while the
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Fig. 1. DIMRO and OSTPRejection RateandNetwork Load in Network 1
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Fig. 2. DIMRO and OSTPRejection RateandNetwork Load in Network 2

Number of Rejected Treesis the number of requested
source rooted trees that cannot be built because there
are not enough resources in the network.

2) The Network Loadρ is defined as:

ρ =

∑
{(u,v)∈E} ρuv

|E| (12)

whereE is the set of network links,|E| its cardinality
andρuv is theLink Load of link (u, v), defined as:

ρuv =
Used Bandwidth of link (u,v)

Bandwidth Capacity of link (u,v)
(13)

Fig. 1(a) shows that the DIMRORejection Ratein Network
1 is lower than theRejection Rateof the Optimal solution of
the Steiner Tree Problem (OSTP) withcuv = 1. TheRejection
Rateis approximately the same until theNumber of Requested
Treesis less than 2500. When theNumber of Requested Trees
overcomes this threshold, the DIMRO algorithm has a lower
Rejection Rate. Both DIMRO and OSTPRejection Ratesgrow
at the growing of theNumber of Requested Treesbecause
the same bottlenecks occur. These bottlenecks depend on the
network topology and cannot be avoided, but the DIMRO
Rejection Rateis lower because bottlenecks occur later. Fig.
1(b) shows that the DIMRONetwork Loadis lightly lower
than the OSTPNetwork Loaduntil the Rejection Rateis the
same. Then, since DIMRO rejects less trees, itsNetwork Load
is higher than the OSTP one.

Network 2 has a higher number of links than Network 1,
according to the probability function (10) and the used network
parameters. In this second type of network, the DIMRO
Rejection Rateis significantly lower than the OSTPRejection
Rate(Fig. 2(a)). This is because lessunavoidablebottlenecks
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exist. An unavoidablebottleneck is a bottleneck that depends
on the network topology and not on the algorithm used in
the network. For example, if only one path exists between
two nodes, all communications between this two nodes must
use this path. Since Network 2 has a higher number of links,
the number of possible paths from two nodes grows, and it
is easier for the DIMRO algorithm to avoid bottlenecks. A
lower Network Load(Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b)) with a higher
Rejection Rate(Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a)) proves that OSTP
does not use efficiently network resources. In fact, bottlenecks
degrade network performances and not all available resources
can be exploited.

C. DiffServ DIMRO Performance Evaluation

In this section we compare the performance of the DIMRO
algorithm integrated in a DiffServ network with the simple
case, not DiffServ integrated, in which a receiver cannot reuse
the bandwidth exploited by another group receiver with more
stringent QoS requirements.

Since we need to generate a DiffServ network, we will
consider the bandwidth capacity of a link for each service
class. Let us consider a simple DiffServ network with only four
service classes that we indicate withA, B, C, D, whereA is
the highest service class andD is the lowest one. LetBuv(cl)
be the bandwidth capacity of link(u, v) for each service class
cl. The bandwidth capacityBuv(cl) for each service class
on link (u, v) is randomly generated by using an uniform
distribution with mean bandwidthB(cl). For this simulation
campaign, a one hundred node network has been randomly
generated, with parametersα = 0.2 and β = 0.4. The link
bandwidth capacity for each service classcl ∈ {A, B, C, D}
is uniformly distributed with mean bandwidthB(cl) equal to
25 Mbps for each service class. We consider theNetwork Load
as defined in (12) of each service class when fifty source rooted
trees, randomly generated, are built by the DIMRO algorithm.
Each receiver asks for a rate uniformly distributed in the range
[0.1, 2] Mbps, and a service class randomly selected within
the set{A, B,C, D}.

For each simulation several runs have been done to ensure a
sufficient small trust region and low 95% confidence intervals.
Fig.3 shows that DiffServ integrated DIMRO performs better
than its non integrated version. Furthermore, theNetwork

Load decreases with the service class. In particular, the lowest
service classD has the lowestNetwork LoadbecauseD class
receivers can reuse bandwidth already exploited by all other
receivers. DiffServ integrated DIMRO performs better than its
non QoS-aware version, and this gets evident at the growing of
the number of receivers. Fig. 3 shows that for 30 receivers the
Network Loadfor service classesB, C andD is significantly
lower then theNetwork Loadrelative to these service classes
when DIMRO is not DiffServ integrated (theNetwork Load
is reduced respectively by 23%, 33% and 40%).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The presented multicast algorithm aims to effectively avoid
bandwidth bottlenecks and to achieve an efficient distribu-
tion of link loads in the source routed tree computation.
Seamlessly integrated into the DiffServ Quality of Service
approach, DIMRO efficiently manages to address the net-
work partition problem, one of the main reason for low
performance in a network, thus increasing the number of
multicast communications, as it has been described and tested
in an integrated DiffServ aware network through extensive
C++ based simulations. The simulation results show a better
leverage of the network bandwidth resources, an improved
QoS perceived by multicast group members with respect to the
performance of existing multicast algorithms, and a time and
resource saving due to low computational complexity which
dramatically characterizes the algorithm.
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